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Abstract: We investigate series expansions of solutions of the equation (*) u , ,  +2vx lu, + e2u,, = u,, in terms of either a set of 
polynomial solutions for this equation or the associated functions for these polynomials. Our results extend those of 
Rosenbloom-Widder, Cholewinski-Haimo and the second author, who have previously studied (*) for various choices of the 
nonnegative parameters v and e. By considering ( * ) as a singular perturbation of the generalized heat equation (the ~ = 0 case), we 
show that the polynomial solutions, associated functions and fundamental singularities of these equations are related by a basic 
integral transform. 
Kevwords: Singular perturbations, polynomial solutions, integral transform, associated functions, expansion theorems, boundary value 
problems. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we shall study series expansions for solutions of 
32u 2v 3u ~ 32u 3u 
- -+- -  t- =- - ,  t>O,v>O,  
OX 2 X ~ + ~)t 2 0I 
in terms of a set of polynomials defined by 
P,,.,,(x, t; e)= 
~ X2~ ~ 
I ' { ;7"  + n Z-k ) .... o ~!7~7- mT ip .  k=l  
and their associated functions defined by 
W,,,,,,(x, t; t) = 2Z"L','/)(x, t; v, e), t > O, 
where 
- -e  2 -  + 
L;' = o12 57 
and 
~(x,  ,; ~, ~)= 
t exp(t/2e 2) K,,,,((1/2e2)X [e2x2+t2 )
2,,+ 1/2e,rr (e2x  2 + i2)(,,+1 /2 
Here K,(z)  denotes the modified Bessel function of the third kind of / , th order. 
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Necessary and sufficient conditions are established to enable u(x, t) of (1.1) to be represented either by 
a,P,,~(x, t; e), (1.5) 
n=0 
or bs; 
~'. b,W,.,(x, t; e), (1.6) 
n=0 
in certain domains in the x-t plane. Our approach is similar to those in the heat equation (i.e., e = v = 0) by 
Rosenbloom and Widder [13], in the generalized heat equation (i.e., e = 0) by Cholewinski and Haimo 
[1,2,6,7], and in the equation Uxx + e2u,, = u, by Lo [10,12]. 
We treat our problem as a singular perturbation of the problem studied by Cholewinski and Haimo. A 
basic transform, called E-transform here, relating the solution v(x, t) of the generalized heat equation (1.7) 
32v 2v 3v 3v 
- -  + - (1 .7 )  
3x 2 x 3x 3t 
to a solution of (1.1) is given by 
( (P - t )2 )v (x ,p )dp .  (1.8) u(x , t )=E[v(x , t ) ]  - t f0 P-3/2 exp - - - -  
2enra/2 4pe 2 
This E-transform has been used by Dettman in [4] to establish some basic perturbation results. We shall 
further show in this paper that the E-transform carries the polynomial solutions, the associated functions 
and the fundamental singularity of (1.7) into the corresponding functions of (1.1), thereby preserving all the 
important properties of these particular solutions. 
Let r = x, and t = ey. Equation (1.1) is transformed into 
32/~ 2u 3fi 32fi 1 3fi 
- -+  + - - -  (1.9) 3r 2 7 ~r 3y 2 e 3y 
where t i ( r ,y )= ft(x, t/e)= u(x,y). If we let fi(r,y) represent he concentration of a gas in a given 
stationary stream with constant velocity 1/e along the y-axis, then (1.1) can be interpreted as the diffusion 
equation in a moving medium whose solution has radial symmetry for r=(x~ + ...  +x2)  1/2 in a 
(n + 1)-dimensional space. See [15, p. 446]. (For example, 2~ = 1 if n = 2.) A Dirichlet problem of (1.1) for 
an arbitrary positive u is established in Theorem 5.4 so that its solution can be represented in terms of a 
series of the polynomials P,,~(x, t; e). 
2. Po isson  integral  
Def in i t ion .  Let u(x, t) be a solution of (1.1) in x > 0, t > 0 and continuous in x, t >10. u(x, t) belongs to the 
class 3" if 
u(x , t )= f~H(x ,y , t ;  p,e)u(y, O)d/~(y), t>0,  (2.1) 
J0 
where 
t exp(t /2e 2)F(v + ½) Z ~, K~+l(yo/2e)(sin 8)2~ ld0 
H(x, E) 2 "+ 1/2e" + Z~rF( v) ~ y; +l ' (2.2) Y, t; IP, 
Yo=~/x2+(t2 /e2) -2xyc°so+y 2 and dt~(y)= 2'/2-"[F(p + ½)]-'/2y2"d y. 
In this section, we shall establish a sufficient condition for solutions of (1.1) to belong to the class.Y-. We 
first have the following lemmas. 
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Lemma 2.1. As  y ~ ~, 
IH(x, y, t;. ,  e)l ~< 
texp[t/2e2 ( l /2e2)~e2(x_y)2+/2]  
y + t2] 
2 (l/2)v+ 3/4 
for t > O, x >~ O. (2.3) 
Proof. First we note that K, (z ) / z  ~ is positive and is a decreasing function of z for z > 0, [5, p. 82]. Hence, 
we have 
,K,+,(ro/Ze)(si  n 0) 2u-I ,rr fo y-~T dO ~< f0 K~+I(p/2e)sin2"-lOdO 
pU+ 1 
where 
t exp(t/2e 2) K,+l(p/2e )
p=~(y-x )Z+t2 /e  2 and IH (x ,y , t ;v ,e ) l<  
2u+ 18v+lq.rl/2 pu+ 1 
Next, let y ---, oo. We obtain the estimate (2.3) after applying the asymptotic formula 
K, (z )=vgr@~e-Z(1  +O(Izl-1)) [5, p. 86l. [] (2.4) 
Based on Lemma 2.1, we have 
Lemma 2.2. The integral 
f5 I (x ,  t; p, e) = H(x ,y ,  t; ~, e)~p(y)dlx(y) 
converges absolutely/f Iqo(y) I<~ M e ~y where a < 1/2e, t > O, x >~ O. 
Let 
L[v ]  = 2~ 02v + x2~ 02v + 2~x2~-, Ov X2x2~ = 0 (~ > O, X > O) (2.5) 
x 3x---- S 3Y 2 3--x- 
Denoting by M2 the boundary of a domain I2 in the quarter plane x >t 0, y >~ 0, by s the arc length on 09, 
by n its exterior normal, we have the following Green's formula for two functions g and v belonging to 
C2( £~) n C'( ff): 
3v 3g )ds. f£ (gLt~] -vL [g] )dxdy=fasx2~ ( g~---n-V-~nn (2.6) 
/ 
A fundamental solution of L[v] = 0 with pole (4, */) in I2 is a function F(x, y; 4, 71) which is a solution of 
(2.5) for all (x, y) in I2 except at (4, 7/) such that 
g(~,n)=f£F(x ,Y ;&n)L [g]dxdy+Jax  [g~n -F  ds fora l lg~C2(~) (3C l (~) .  
(2.7) 
An explicit formula for such a fundamental solution is given by 
-)'~ fo" 
/~(x,y;  4, ~/)= 2%F(v-----) K~(xo)o -~ sin2~-10dO (2.8) 
where o = [x 2 + ~2 _ 2x~ cos 0 + (y - 71)2] 1/2. 
For its derivation and properties, please refer to [14, p. 50-51] for similar treatment for the fundamental 
solution of 
i O2u k Ou 
+-- - -  + X2u = O. 
i=10Xi Xn Oxn 
The detailed calculations are omitted here. 
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Let a > 0. We choose /2 in (2.7) to be the quarter circle { R e = x e +y-~ ~< (a + 2) 2, x > 0, y > 0}. Let 
F(x ,y ;  ~, 71)= E(x ,y ;  ~, ~7)- E(x,  y; ~, -~)  and g = (1 - ~b)w where w ~ C-'(~2)~ C' ( f f )  is a solution of 
(2.5) and ~k is a function of class C2(~) such that 
+= {0, for R ~< a, 
1, fo ra+l<~R<~a+2.  
For a ~ R ~ a + 1, we may choose 
~b( R ) = fo R "h( s )ds 
where h(s)= 30s2(1 - s)  2. Then the line integral in (2.7) is reduced to 
~)C +' [ . [ '~K,,+l()~Po)sin 2~ 'Ow(x,O)x2"dOdx 
(2.9) 
2 ~- l---Fi p ) )o Jo  p,]+l 
where 
O0 = [ x2 + ~2 _ 2x~ cos 0 + ~/2] 1/2 
We note that the integrand in the double integral vanishes outside the region ~21: a ~< R ~< a + 1. Hence, 
f f f (x ,  y; ~, ~l)L[g]dxd y = 
= - f~aF[2x2"v~.  Vw+ x2"wa++ 2v+~WX 2" 1]dxdy  
= - f£,{ v (2Fx2%.v~)  - wv .  (2Fu 2~ v~)}dxdy  
- f~21F{x2~wA++ 2v~,wx 2v dxdy  
= - fa~, 2~ O~, 2Fx W~s dS 
+ f£,w[2Fx "v+ + v(2Fx  2~ v~ -- Fx2~A~ - 2v+,Fx 2'' 1]dxdy.  (2.10) 
We note that both Fx 2~ and V(Fx  2~) are O(r ~ w2 exp( -Xr ) )  where r = V:x 2 +y2 (compare Lemma 
2.1). The second integral goes to zero as a --+ m if we assume 
L<.~<,~+lw(x,y)l  r, ,/2 exp( -Xr )dxdy- - - ,  0. 
Moreover, the first integral vanishes ince Fx2VO~/On vanishes in 3a'21. Hence, the following theorems are 
established. 
Theorem 2.3. Let w(x, y)  be a solution of (2.5) in x, t > O, and be continuously differentiable in x, t >10. 
Moreover, w( x, y)  satisfies the conditions 
L ~]W(X, O)[(X 2 + 1) ~'/2-1/4 exp( -Xx)dx  < oo (2.11) 
and 
fL  iw(x ,y) l r~ 1/2 exp( -Xr )dxdy~O asa~ ~.  (2.12) 
~.,=¢x2+,: ~.~+, 
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Then 
'0 X"+I ~ ~'K~+I(XPo) sin2~-lOd0 2 " 
w(~,~) f f x w(x,O)dx , 
2~- l,rrF(v) Jo Jo 
where Po = [ x2 + ~2 _ 2x f  cos 0 + '02] 1/2. 
(2.13) 
Proof. Let w(x ,y )= u(x, t) exp( - t /2e  2) fo ry  = t/e and apply Theorem 2.3 with X = 1/2e.  [] 
and 
f f~,<a+ lU( X, t )lexp[ - ( t/2e 2 ) - X?] ?È- x/2dxdt ~ O as a ~ ~,  ?= ~x2 + t2/e 2. (2.15) 
Corollary 2.5. 
f ° °H(x ,  y, t; v, e)dbt(y)  = 1. 
a0 
(2.16) 
Proof. Let u(x, t )=  1 in Theorem 2.4. [] 
Theorem 2.6. Let f (y )  be continuous for y >~ 0 and I f(Y)l  < M e ay where M, a are positive constants with 
a < 1/2e.  Then 
u(x, t )=f~H(x ,y ,  t; v, e ) f (y )dp(y )  (2.17) 
J0 
is a solution of (1.1) in t > 0 and u(x, 0) =f ix ) .  
Proof. The functions H x, H e, Hxx and H .  do not grow as fast as exp( -y /2e)  asy  ~ ~.  This can be seen by 
appropriate differentiation under the integral sign for K.+l((1/2e)ro)/r~ +1 and the asymptotic estimates 
of K,(z)  as z ~ oo. (cf., Lemma 2.1). Hence 
oo 1 
f0 IxH~(x 'Y '  t; v, e) f (y ) ld~(y) ,  
fo~lH,(x, y t; p, e) f (y) ldt t (y  ), 
fo~lHxx(x, y, t; v, e)f(y) ld lx(y )
fo~lH,( x, y, t; v, e) f (  y )ld~t( y ), 
are uniformly convergent in any compact subset in t > 0. The differentiation of u(x, t) may be carried out 
under the integral sign, and satisfies (1.1). 
Since by Corollary 2.5, 
fo~H(x ,y ,  t; v, e)d/~(y)  = 1, (2.16) 
we can prove through the standard approach for elliptic boundary value problems that 
lu(x, t ) - f (xo)  I = H(x ,y ,  t; p, e) l f (y ) - f (xo) ld~(y)  
can be made as small as we like if (x, t) is in a sufficiently small neighborhood of (x o, 0) for arbitrary x o. 
Hence, we have u(x, O)=f ix ) .  [] 
Theorem 2.4. Let u(x, t) be a solution of (1.1) in x, t >~ O. Then u(x, t) belongs to the class.Y-if u satisfies the 
following conditions: 
fo~lU(X, 0)[(x2 + 1)" /2 - ' /4exp( -~e)dx<~ (2.14) 
u(x , t )=E[v]  
is a solution of (1.1). 
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Next we would like to exhibit a functional relationship between a class of solutions of 
Vxx + (2v /x )v  x - v, = 0 (1.7) 
and those of 
uxx + (2v/x)u~ + e2u,,-  u, = 0 (1.1) 
as shown in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. Let v(x, t) be a solution of (1.7) such that [v[, [G[, [Vxx[ <~ A exp fit for fl < 1/4e 2 as t --* oo. Then 
oo [ (p_ t )2 ]  , 4 ;  e  ] , .  t f p-3/2 exp IV t  x ,  p)ap ,  (2.18) 
2elf1/2 e0 
Proof. From the growth condition on v(x, t), we can justify differentiation under the integral in (2.18) and 
verify that u(x, t) is a solution of (1.1). [] 
The following theorems are consequences of the E-transform. 
Theorem 2.8. 
H(x ,  y, t; v, e )=E[G(x ,y ,  t)], (2.19) 
where H(x, y, t; v, e) is the Poisson's kernel defined in (2.2) and 
(1)u+l /2_(x2+y2, /4t~[ xy] t>0,  (2.20) 
G(x ,y , t )= -~ c ~ 2t ]' 
with 
•(  z ) = 2v - ' /~r (  ~ + ½ )z"/2)-~Iv_1/2( z ), 
I~ ( z ) = modified Bessel function of the first kind of order Ix. 
Proof: It is known from [1,2,6] that G(x, y, t) is a solution of (1.7) for anyy > 0 and is the Poisson kernel 
for the generalized heat polynomials. G(x,y,  t) is an analytic function of t for t > 0. G(x, y, t)---, 0 as 
t ~ oo, and G(x, y, t) is bounded as t ~ 0. Hence the function 
t [ (p - t )  2 a(x ,y ,  t; v, e) - -  f O -3/2 exp 
2e~r 1/2 YO " [ 4pe 2 
is defined. Substitution of (2.20) into (2.21) yields 
Since 
G(x,  y, p )dp  (2.21) 
t t F" O(x ,y ,  t; v, e)= e- -~exp~e2 ~v+1)(xy) i /2 - '2" -s /2  
fo [ P t x2 X p-5/2 exp 4e 2 4pe2 4p 
y2 ,j2( )dp 
-1/2 ( xy I ~- '/2fo'~Sin2 ~_ I ' - l /2(~pp) = F (v ) \4p}  lq~e(-~Y*°S~)/2pdcp [5, p. 81], 
Q(x ,y ,  t; v, e)=-e---~exp ~e 2 F(v) 
E {So [ " ) × sin2~ mop P - ' -2exp  4e 2 4p 7 ;+x2+y2 
(2.22) 
 ycos ]d,}d 2p 
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The interchange of integrals is valid since the integrand as a function of p and q0 is absolutely integrable 
in [0, ,~] x (0, oc). 
Using the formula 
[ za21 
K,(az)=½a,fo f-~,-lexp -½zf -~- Jd~ [5, p. 82], (2.23) 
with/~ = ~, + 1, a = e~x 2 +y2 + (t2/e2) _ 2xy cos cp and z = 1/2e 2, the inner integral is represented by 
2K,+l( d--~x2+y2+(t2/e2)-2xycoscp ) 
Es'+l(x2 + y2 q_ ( t2/E2)  __ 2xy cos qo) ~'+1/2 ' 
and, therefore, Q(x, y, t; u, e) = H(x, y, t; u, e) as given in (2.2). [] 
Remark. As e ~ 0, H(x,  y, t; u, e) ~ G(x,  y, t) by (2.4). 
From Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.8, we can easily deduce the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.9. Let f(y) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6. Then, for t > O, 
u(x, t )= E[ fo°QG(x, y, t)f(y)dl~(y)], (2.24) 
is a solution of (1.1) and u(x, 0)=f (x) .  
Proof. Replace H(x, y, t; u, e) by E[G(x, y, t)] in (2.17) and apply Fubini's theorem there. [] 
3. Polynomial solutions 
Let f (y)= y2, in (2.24) where n is a nonnegative integer. Then 
[Jo ] P, , , (x,t ;e)=E G(x,y;t)yZ"dtz(y) =E[P,,,(x,t)], 
where P,,,(x, t) is the generalized heat polynomial of (1.7) defined by 
F(u+½+n) X2,_Zktk [6, 736], 22k\K/(n] F~ +l+n-k)  P- /,.,.(x, t) = 
kzO 
and has the Poisson representation 
P,.,(x, t)=fo°°G(x,y; t)yZ"dp(y), 
Hence 
0~<x<oo,  t>0 [6, p. 736]. 
' k=o e~r"z (k)F(~u-~ +n ) x2" 2kexp(-d--t ]k2e  2] 
dp. 
~o 4e 2 4pe 2 
Using (2.23) and the representation for 
(~ ' /~  ° ) ~ r ( .+m+l)  
/q+, /2(z)= Yz) e-" E (2z m!F(n + 1 -- m) m~O 





we arrive at 
P~,.(x, t; e) = x 2" + 
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~ x2._2k22k(k ) F(v+½+n)  ~1 (k+m-1) ,  tk_., 2m. 
~=, r ( ;T½+g- - )~)  k =o mV-~-/~ 7 m 7 ])! (3.4) 
Remarks. (1) P., .(x, t; e) is a polynomial of degree 2n, and is defined for all x and t. For convenience, we 
call P.,,(x, t; e) the P-polynomials. 
(2) It is clear from (3.4) that P..,(x, t; 0) = P.. .(x, t). 
From the derivation of the P-polynomials we have the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. For all x and t, 
P . , . (x ,  t; e) = E[P . . . (x ,  t)]. (3.5) 
Lemma 3.2. For 0 <~ x < ~,  t > O, 
£ P, , , (x ,  t; e)= H(x ,y ,  t; v, e)y2"dlx(y).  
We now derive a generating function for the P-polynomials. 
(3.6) 
Theorem 3.3. For 0 ~ x < ~,  t >~ 0 and for complex z such that Izl < 1/2e, 
exp 2e--Tt 2 (1 - ~/1 - 4e2z 2 )(½zx)°/2)-'~r'/2I~_ 1/2( ZX ) = 
= ~ z 2" F ( .+½)  P, , , (x , t ;  e). 
.=o (2n)! rg+;7~) ' 
Proof. Let 
(3.7) 
The interchange of summation and integration is valid since 
fo  ~ 1/2 - v H(x ,y , t ;  v ,~)( Iz lY)  I , _ , /2 ( I z ly )d t t (y )< oo forlzl< 1/2e. [] 
F 1 
L2e ~ ] 
It is easy to verify that u(x, t) is a solution of (1.1), and since I ,_]/2(p) - (exp p)/(2,~p) ]/2 as p -~ oe, 
u(x, t) also satisfies both conditions (2.14) and (2.15). Hence u(x, t) belongs to the class ,Y-, and 
u(x, t)= ff/-/(x, y, t; ~, ~)u(y, O)d~(y) 
= fo 'H(x ,  y, t ; . ,  e)(12y)  l /2-V~l/21u_ l/2 ( gy)dl.t( y ) 
oo a2ny 2n F(n + ½) 
=fo mx,  y, ,; ~,~)°=o :~ r(;+;;1) ~a3i d.(~) 
= ~ z2"r("+-~) £%,(x,y,,;~,~l.2.du(y) 
.=o r(;,+~+½)(2,)~ 
z2 . r ( .  + 1) ~.,.(x, t; ~). 
F r(;+77½)(2.)! 
n=O 
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Remarks. (1) In deriving Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, we base our arguments on the Green's formula and 
Poisson's integral in the upperhalf plane t > 0. However, since (1.1) is an elliptic equation, corresponding 
results can also be obtained in the lower half plane t < 0. Moreover, since both P,,,(x, t; e) and the 
generating function 
exp_~E2( l_ l / l_4e2z2)~r]/21Xz ,1/2-~, , 
are even in x, the results can also be extended to x < 0. 
Hence, we have, for - ~ < x < ~,  t =~ 0, 
P. , . (x ,  t; ~)-- t t (x ,y ,  t; v, e )ya 'd#(y) ,  (3.8) 
and, for all x and t, and N < 1 /2e  
exp~-t  (1 - ~/1 - 4e2z 2 )(½zx)'/2-~I~ 1/2(zx) = 
2e2 
z r (n  +½) 
= L (2n)! (3.9) 
n=O 
(2) As e --+ 0, 
lira exp( t /2e  2)(1 - V/1 - 4e2z 2 ) = lim expt/2e2[ 2e2z2 + 2e4z 4 + . . .  ] = e '~. 
E~O e~0 
Hence, the generating function in (3.9) converges to 
exp(tz2)(½zx) l /2-~l~_l /2(zx)  [6, p. 739]. 
In order to obtain series expansions for solutions of (1.1) in terms of P,.,(x, t; e), we need the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. For - ~ < x < ~,  t 4= O, O < 8 < l /2e,  n = l, 2, 3 . . . .  
I f ' , , , (x,  t; e)l ~< B( t )II 2he8 + 2v \)2"+ 
2r 
eS]Xl+ t/2e 2, 
where 
B( t )  = Altl fo °° K"+I((1/2e)(Y2 + t2/e2 )e'y 
(y2 + ' 
and .4 is a constant. 
Proof. From (3.8), we have 
P..~(x, t; ~)= H(x ,y ,  t; r, ~)y2"d , (y ) .  
Hence, from the proof of Lemma 2.1 
I t t (x ,y ,  t; v, e)l~< Itl exp(t /2E 2) K .+] (0 /2~) ,  
2.+ 1Ev+ lffrl/2 ,or+ 1 
where O = ~(Y - Ix / )  2 + t2/e2. 
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for 0 ~< z < oe, 0 < 3 < ~,  a > O. Thus, 
IP . . (x ,  t; e)l ~ AIt I exp(t/2e2)(  2n + 2v )2.+2. ' eT  ealxl 
oo K~+,((1/2e)ffg + t2/e2 ) e ay 
f X dy .I o (y2 + t2/e2){'+')/2 
where A is a constant depending on v and e. 
It is clear that B(t) converges absolutely for t > 0 and 8 < 1/2e. [] 
4. Associated functions 
Definition. Let 




LT= ( -  32 
n(x ,  t; 9, ~) =/- / (~,  0, t; 9, ~) 
t exp(t/2e 2) K.+l((1/2e2) ez~/~xz + t2 ) 
2"+]/2e,rr (£2x 2 + t2) (~+1)/2 
W.,.(x, t; e) satisfy (1.1) and are called the associated functions of the P-polynomials. 
Theorem 4.1. 
w...(x, t; ~)= e[wo,.(x, t)], 
where W.,,( x, t) are associated functions of the equation (1.7) defined by 
W.p(x, t l=22"( ~--]"G(x,t), 
, ~ot !  
(1 )  ~+'/2 
G(x , t )=G(x ,O , t )= ~ e x2/4'. 
Proof. Let 
Then 
a2= +--  
X 
Wn,,(x, t; 4)= 22nA~H(x, t; v, e)= 22nA~E[G(x, t)] 
= E[22"a~G(x, ,)] = E[wo ~(x, t)]. 
The interchange of differentiation and integration is valid since 
E[G(x,t)]  t fo p-3/2exp 
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and its successive derivatives with respect to x obtained by formal differentiation under the integral are 
convergent uniformly in any compact subsets in t > 0. [] 
Theorem 4.2. For t > 0, 
W,,~(x, t; e)= fo~( - 1) ' (2q)2" j (xq)  exp-~e2 (1 -  ~/1 + 4e2q 2 )d~t(q), 
where 
±~z~/2-~j {z ~ J ( z )=2~- ' /~r (~+2,  ~-,/2, ,, 
J, ( z ) is the Bessel function on the first kind of order #. 
(4.5) 
Proof. It is known that, for 0 ~< x < ~,  
W~.,(x, t )=fo~(-1)"(2u)2nJ (xu)  e-'U~d/~(u) [6, p. 738]. (4.6) 
Then (4.5) is obtained with the application of Theorem 4.1, formula (4.6), and Fubini's Theorem for the 
interchange of integrals. We also use E[1] = 1 in our calculations. (4.5) is also true for x < 0 since all the 
functions involved are even in x. [] 
Remark .  As  e --, 0, W.,~(x, t; e) ~ W...(x, t). 
Theorem 4.3. For t > O, and for all complex z such that [z[ < t/e, 
£ 2. e), = k.z W.,.(x, t; 
n=0 
where  
k n = 
24"n!r(1, + ½ + n) " 
ProoL It is known that 
a(x,  z; t)= ~ k,W,,~(x, t)z 2° 
n=O 
for t > 0, 0 ~< x < o0, and all complex z [6, p. 739]. 
Applying the E-transform to both sides of (4.9) yields 
H(x ,z , t ;u ,e )=E[G(x ,z ; t ) ]=  ~ k,zZnE[W,.~(x,t)l 
n=O 





Using the bounds for 
justified. 
Since both W.,.(x, t; e) and H(x, y, t; u, e) are even in x, (4.7) is true for all x. 
Wn.~(x, t) in [6, p. 743] and Stirling's formula, the above procedure can be 
[] 
Next, we show that the sets P...(x, t; e) and W...(x, t; e) form a biorthogonal system. 
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Theorem 4.4. For t > O, 
f~W., . (x ,  t; e)P.,~(x, -t ;  e)dff(x)=3m.k ; '
ao 
where k, is gioen by (4.8). 
Proot. From (3.9) we have 
P..,(x, t; e)= 
Then 
r(p_{._ll.t_1) ~2n ([ t (1_~/1_4e2z2)](½zx),/2_G~,/2j ~ ,/2(zx)} 
F(n +½) 3z2" exp~ez - ~=o" 
I , . .=2z"~ l/2F(u+n+½) 
' r ( ,  + ½) 
32n l - -~ --t V/1 4e2Z2 ) X ~z2~{J ° [L'/'H(x,t;v,e)] exP2e--S(1- - 
[1 Z "t 1/2-- vr ) X t~ x) G_,/2(zx)dtt(x) 
z=O 
=22%rl/2F(u+n+½) ;1 d/2-~ 21/2-" i)" 1/2 
r(,, +') .~z j  r~)  (- 
X exP2e~(1-~/1-4e2z2)L'~f° H(x't;v'e)x'/2+'J '- ' /2(izx)dx) --=o- 
From (3.3) and 
fo~J~(bt)Kp[a(t 2 +Z2) I /2 ] ( t  2 +z2) -p /2 t t *+ ldt  = 
= b.a-pz;'-p+l(a2 +b2)p/2-"/2-'/2Kp_~_l[z(a2 + 52) 1/2] 
we find the integral 




[5, p. 941, (4.12) 
_ t  exp(t/2E 2) f~  K.+l[(1/2e)(x 2+ t2/e2)] x.+,/zj*,_l/2(izx)dx 
2"+'/2~+2~ o (x2 + t2/~2) ~+' 
= tl/2i~-l/2z~-l/2 (l _ 4e2z2)l/4K1/2[ t_~/l _4e2z2 ]
e'rr [ 2e 2 
- t [1 71 -- 4e2Z2]. =( iz)"  1/2 -l/2exP2e____ ~ -- 
I , . ,n  = 
(4.13) 
22mF(v+ n +½) 32" --t [ t z=o G-+I~-)-F-(;-+-5) 3 z2n { exp~e2 (1 -- ~/1- 4e2z2 )L~' exp~ez (1 -  ~/1- 4e2z 2 )]} 
22"F(v+ n +½) 32" z=O 
=  z2o {z2m} 
22"F(. +_n+ {_)(2n)! 8
= r ( .+k) r ( ,+½)  m°=<%" 
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The above operations are justified since the integral 
fo°°W.,.(x, t; e) exp 2e 2-----~t (1 - 7/1 - 4e2z 2 )(½zx)l/2-~I~_]/2(zx)dt~(x ) 
and all its formal derivatives with respect to z are convergent uniformly for [zl ~< p < 1 /2e  and are 
continuous in a neighborhood of z = 0. Similarly the integral 
fo°~H( x, t; v, e)xa/2-"I,_,/2( zx )dl~( x ) 
and all its formal derivatives with respect o t in any compact subset of t > 0 are convergent uniformly. [] 
For series expansions of solutions of (1.1) in terms of W,.~(x, t; e) we need to know their asymptotic 
behavior as n --+ oc. We establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5. For t > O, n = 1, 2,,3 . . . . .  
JW""(x't ;e) l<~Cexp ~ \-eT] (2n+2v+ (4.14) 
where C is a constant. 
Proof. From (4.5), we have, 
f0 ° t [W~,.(x,t;e)[<~ (2q) ] J (xq) lexp~r2  ( -~a+4eZq2)d#(q)  [5, p. 81]. 
Since [a¢(xq)[ ~< 1, and 
exp - 2e 2 
-1 oo 
IW.. . (x,  t; e)[~< 22" exp t-j--- 2a/2-~[F(v + 2 fo exp(-tq/e)q2"+ 2~dq 
_ 22"+1/=-~F(2n + 2v + 11 (e/t12.+2.+,. 
we have 
By Stirling's formula, we get (4.14). [] 
5. Expansion theorems and boundary value problem 
In this section, we would like to establish regions of convergence of the series 
~., a.P.,~(x, t; e) (5.1) 
n=O 
and the series 
b.W.,~(x, t; ~) (5.2) 
n=0 
and the necessary and sufficient conditions for any solution of (1.1) to have expansions as in (5.1) or (5.2). 
Lemma 5.1. I f  the series (5.1) converges at a point (Xo, to), t o > O, then 
e 2n O[n'-q--I ] (5.3) a,= [ \ 4ne ] ] as n--+ ~.  
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Proof. The coefficients of x't i in the expansion of Pn,~(x, t; ~) are always positive. This implies 
p.,~(Xo, to; ~) > ~'..~(o, to; ~) 
22" / ' (v  + ½ + n)  ~xS~ 1 (n+m-1) !  _ , - , ,  z,, 
= -~;+½)  m=omTn_-m-CT) ! ,  o / . . ,  _ _  . e 
22°r (~ + ½+ n) (2n - 2)! t0~2,_2. 
The convergence of the series (5.1) at (x o, to) implies a,P, , , (x o, to; e) ~ 0. Using Stirling's formula for 
F(n + v+ ½), we get (5.3). [] 
Definition. An even entire function 
f (x )  = ~ a ,x  2" 
n=0 
is of growth (p, T )  if, and only if, 
n 
lim sup- -  a P/" 
Theorem 5.2. Let u(x, t) be a solution of (1.1) in t > O, and be continuous in t >~ O. Suppose that 
u(x, t)= E a.e...(x, t; ~). 
n=0 
Then u(x, O) is an even function of growth (½, 1/2e).  
Proof. Let (x o, to) be a point in t > 0. By Lemma 5.1, 
a ,=O n I 4n--~n~] I asn~m.  
Now u(x, 0)= ~'~ 2,. hence ]-'n =oan X , 
lira sup la"11/2~ <<" 2-~e "
t t  ---> OO 
This implies u(x, 0) is an even entire function of growth (½, 1/2e).  [] 
Theorem 5.3. I f  
lim supla. I  1/2" 2n o 1 - -=  <- -  (5.4) 
e 2E' 
n~oo 
then the series 
u(x,  t )=  ~ a,~',,,(x, t; e) (5.5) 
n=0 
converges absolutely. Moreover, u( x, t) is represented by 
(jo u(x , t )= H(x ,y , t ;u ,e )~p(y)d lx (y ) ,  t--gO, (5.6) 
~(x) ,  t=0,  
where cp(x) is an even entire function of growth (½, o) with o < 1/2e,  and belongs to class .Y-. 
Proof. For 0 < 0 < 1, we have, from (5.4), 
la,l.<< , n>~N=N(O) .  
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Choose ~ in (3.10) such that o < ~ < 1/2e.  Then, for t =g 0, the series (5.5) is dominated by the series 
~"B(t)ealXl+'/2E2[e°]2"[2n+2~] 2~+2~2n0]  [ eo " (5.7) 
0 can now be chosen such that o(2n + 2u)/2nSO < 1 for n > Nl(u, o, 8)>/N.  Then the series (5.7) 
converges, and therefore (5.5) converges absolutely. 
For t = 0, P,.,(x, t; e) = x 2", and x 2" <~ eSX[2n/eo] 2~ for 8 > 0. The absolute convergence of (5.1) can be 
similarly established. 
Now, we have, for t ~ 0 
 0J0 u(x, t )= a~P~.~(x, t; e)= a n H(x ,y ,  t; p, e)y2~dll(y) 
= H(x ,y ,  t; u, e)Y]a,y2"dt~(y). 
The above operation is justified if 
H(x ,y ,  tu, e) [a,llyl2"dtt(y) < o¢. (5.8) 
n=O 
o~ 2n We note that E,=ola,ly <~ (E~=ola, la/2y") 2 and from (5.4), we have for any o'  > ½o, E,~=ola, ll/Zy" < K 
e °'y for some constant K. 
Using the asymptotic expansion for H(x, y, t; p, e), given by (2.3), the validity of (5.8) is assured. [] 
By Theorem 2.6, u(x, t) is a solution of (1.1), and u(x, 0) ,~o~ 2, which has the required growth Z.,n=oanX , 
property. 
Theorem 5.4. Let q)(y) be an even entire function of growth (½, o) with o < 1/2e.  Then 
u(x , t )= H(x ,y , t ;u ,e )q) (y )dt t (y ) ,  t-~O, 
is a solution of (1.1) for t > 0 and u(x, O)= ¢p(x). Moreover, 
u(x, t )= ~ anP,.~(x, t; e), (5.9) 
n~O 
where 
a . -  (2n)! 
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Then, for t =/= 0, 
f0 u(x,t;~)= ~I(x,y,t; ~,~) a.y2"d.(y) n=0 
= £ a°f . (x , . ,  t; ~, ~)y2°d . (y )  
n~0 0 
= ~ a°P..~(x, t; ~). 
n=0 
Again, the validity of termwise integration is due to the growth property of ~(y)  and the asymptotic 
behavior of H(x, y, t; v, e). 
Corollary 5.5. Let u( x, t) belong to class J-. Then 
u(x, t )= ~ a,,P,,,.(x, t; e), 
n=O 
where 
au2"(0 ,  o) 
(2n)!a. - Ox2. 
Next, we would like to obtain similar theorems for series expansions in terms of W,,~(x, t; e). 
Lemma 5.6. I f  the series (5.2) converges at t = c > O, then 
[( c e )2n+2v] 
b .=O 4e(n+v)  
at c> 0, then, in particular, ~b.W...(O, c; e) converges. Hence, Proof. If the series (5.2) converges 
Ib.W...(O, c; e)l--' o as n --+ ¢¢. 
However, from (4.5) 
Thus, 
W,,,.(O,c;e)= fo°°(-1)"(2q)2"+Z"exp~e2(1-¢l  +4e2q2)21/2-"dq. 
IW.,.(o, c; e)l = r ( , ,  + ½) -o 
2:° +.+ l~: [ q:°+ :~ exp( - tq/~)dq 
r (~+ -~) ~o 
- r ( , ,  + ~) - r (Zn  + 2,, + 1) 
A( 213 / 2n+ 2v+l :p)2n+ 2v+1/2 
= ~77ej (2n+ , 
for large n, where .4 is a constant. This implies 
Ib"l<B( ce]2"+2"+'~e} (2n +2v) -2"-2"-'/2 
for some constant/} or 
[( oe )2+2] 
Ib"l= 0 4e(~+ v) [] 
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Theorem 5.7. If  
lim suplb, ll/2"2n/e = o < ~,  (5.10) 
then the series (5.2) converges absolutely in the half-plane t > 2co. 
Proof. Let 0 < 0 < 1. Then, from (5.6), 
20 / 2" 
Ib, I ~< 2--~! for n >! N(O). 
From (4.14), 
~lb, W,.~(x, t; e)l 
Cexp( - - )  ( ) + 2 ~ + , 2 e  2r y, ~2e z~ (2n+2v+a)2~+2~+l/2 e° 2 " ,  .(~n0) 
But the latter series converges absolutely for 2co < tO. Here (5.2) converges absolutely for t > 2co. [] 
Theorem 5.8. A necessary and sufficient condition that 
u(x, t)= ~ b,W,,~(x, t; e), (5.11) 
n=O 
the series converging for t > 2co >~ 0 is that 
u(x, t )= fo~a~(xy) eU/2d) ' t -~ '~(y)dt~(y  ) (5.12) 
where ~(y) is an even entire function of growth (½, 2o) and 
( - 1)"~2"(0) 
b, - (5.13) 
22"(2n)! 
The proof of Theorem 5.8 is omitted here since it is similar to the proof of the corresponding theorem in 
[10, p. 209-210.] However, we should point out that the following inequalities 
I J (xy) l  ~< 1, e ( , /2 ,~1-~)< e,/2~ ty/e 
will be required for the sufficiency proof, whereas Lemma 5.6 will be used for the necessity proof. 
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